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ABSTRACT

The thesis bas two main topics, both related to turbo codes. The k

t one

deais with the design of reduced complexity decoding of turbo codes. In pacticular, two

new decoders are designeci using ideas h m the M-aigorithm: one to decode the constituent code and the other the entire turbo code. Both decoders are found to be suitable only

for short turbo codes with information block size Iess than 300 bits. For these turbo codes
the two decoders have a lower complexity with a small degradation in error performance
when compared to the original decoder used to decode the turbo codes. Therefore they are
recommended in applications where short turbo codes are used and a small processing
delay is required. The second topic of the thesis is whether the turbo code is superior to
any other code. A partial answer is found by comparing short BCH codes to turbo codes
with similar parameters. It is found that the B

a codes are more attractive than the turbo

codes in both decoding complexity and erra performance. This impiies that traditional

block codes are better than nubo codes with similar parameters.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM FORlMULATION
In 1948 Shannon proved in his famous papa that coding can be used to

increase the reliability of a ?ransmission system. In the decades afterwards the development of coding has gone thtough many major steps, which include the invention of many
new codes and the corresponding decoding algorithms. In general, codes can be classified
into two categones: convolutional codes and block codes. Convolutional codes are suitable for, but not Limitcd to, transmission systems where data are transmitted in packets of
semi-intinite length. On the other hand, block codes are ody suitable for system where
data are partitioned into packets of ûnite length. The most recent breakthrough in coding

has been caused by the introduction of a new kind of block coding scheme caiied turbo
code.

In 1993Berrou, Glavieux and Thitimajsùima introduced the turbo code and
an iterative decoding algorithm [ll]. The turbo code is classified as a bfock code because

information symbols have to be pimitioned into blocks of finite length before encoding
can be done. The turbo code used in [II] consists of simple compoaents but gives surprisingly good error performance when decoded by an iterative decodhg algorithm.The core

of the iterative decoding algorithm is the BCJR algorithm designed by Bahl, Cocke,
Jelinek and Raviv in 1974 which is able to produce optimal1output symbol probabiiities
- - ---

1.

Ln the thesis, "optimal" means "optimal in the maximum a posteriori sense".

[4]. The BCJR algorithmconsists of one fornard and one backward pass through the trel-

iïs and therefore requires a lot of computations. The iterative decodùig algorithm is made

up of several modules of the BCJR aigorithm and iteration of the modules is orgaaized in
such a way that more iterations produce better resuits. However, iteration of the BClR
aigorithm results in hi@ computational complexity, making turbo codes not suitable for

many practical applications. A lot of effort has b a n devoted to finding reduced complexity decoding aigorithms for hubo codes; two important oaes are described beiow.

Sott-Output Viterbi Algoritbm (SOVA): the Viterbi algorithm is an optimal decoding
algorithm for convolutional codes and produces optimal sequence estimation in the form

of hard outputs [21]. In [ln Hagenauer m a e d the VA so that it is able to produce out-

put symbol probabilities in a suboptimal way but with total complexity less than that of
the BCJR algorithm.

ReducedSeoreh BCJR Algorithm: Anderson in 121 proposed a method to simpüfy the

BCIR algorithm. His method is to use the original BCJR algorîthm except that ody a certain number of branches are considered in the treilis. This resuits in fewer computations
than the BCJR algorithin, which looks at ali branches. Simulation nsults are not yet given

but the computations are reduced.

The thesis wili also be devoted to the subject of reduced complexity decoding of turbo codes. In particuiar, two new approaches are coasidered. The fint one is similar to the reduced-search BClR algorithm mentioned above but ideas fmm the M-

aigorithm are bomwed. The M-algorithm was originaliy a reduced complexity decoduig

algorithm for convolutional codes Dl; Mth some rn&cations

it can also be used to pro-

duce syrnbol pmbabilities. The second approach unifies the components of a turbo code

into a single entity and a singie module of the original M-algorithm is applied to decode
the code. No iteration is necessary in this case and compiexity is thus reduced. Cornpari-

sons between the

k t

method and the original iterative decoding algorithm as weii as

between the second method and the onpinai iterative decoding algorithm wiil be made in

tenns of the ermr p e r f o m c e and the computationai complexity.
Fuxther, the thesis also sheds some light on the question "If a aaditionai
block code of the same length as the turbo code in [Il] (i.e., 2x65536 bits) is useci, wiii it

out perform or perfonn as weil as the turbo code?" nie answer to this question is important because the decoding of traditional block codes c m be done in a single stage rather

than the repetitive steps of the iterative decoding algorithm, making the traditional block
code an attractive alternative to nirbo codes. However, a complete answer to this question
is difficuit because of the fact that a low complexity decoder for such long block codes is

hard to construct In the thesis a partial answer to this question is given by compariog a
short block code to a turbo code with similar parameters. In particular, BCH codes are
chosen because BCH codes of popular rate such as 1/2 or 113 exist Moreover, the mini-

mum distance and the m b e r of minimum distance codewords are either known or can be
approximated making it easier if error bounds are to be derived. To decode the BCH
codes, an aigorithm that accepts soft inputs fiom the channel is chosen because it is poten-

tiaUy more powerful than a hard input algorithm [21]. In particular, the M-algorithm is
used because of its availabiiity from the first part of the thesis. From the final cornparison
between the BCH codes and the turbo codes in terms of their error performance and corn-

plexity, some speculations and generalizations are made to answer the question.

1.2

OUTL,INE OF TEE THESIS
Chapter Two contains the background i d o d o n necessary to understand

the part of the thesis devoted to reduced complexity decoding of Rubo codes. This material includes a description of the important components of a turbo code, the principles of
the original iterative decoding algorith used in [Il] and that of the original M-aigorithm.

Chapter Three contains the details on the two approaches to reduced complexity decoding
of turbo codes, their simulation results, computationai complexity, their comparison to the

original iterative decoding algorithm and a s m d summary on the investigation done in
this Chapter. Chapter Four starts with the introduction of how the comparison of block
codes and hirbo codes will be made. Theo it continues with how the cornparisons can be
made theoreticaiiy and experimentally. In particular, the expimental part contains simu-

lation results and the computational complexity of both codes. A short surnmary on the
investigation finishes Chapter Four. As the final chapter, Chapter Five contains the conclusions of the thesis.

Th& are in total five appendices. Appendix A contains the metric derivation for aU the decoders in the thesis. Appendix B contains the definition of the signai-tonoise ratio used in the thesis. In Appendix C is shown how a generator polynomiai in octal

representation can be converted back to the polynomial fom. Appendix D shows how soft
decision decoding can be done on block codes when the M-algorithm is used. Lastly,
Appendix E iuustrates how computational complexity of decoding an extended block
code can be obtained when the M-algorithm is used to decode the code.

CHAPTER 2

2.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

THE ENCODER OF A TURBO CODE
Although the structure of a turbo code encoder can be generaiized as in

1141, in this thesis only the nirbo code with two constituent codes is considered Specin-

cdy, a Rubo code where bath constituent codes are identical recwsive systematic convo-

lutional codes, of rate 112, memory-4 with generator polynornials Gi=37 and G2=21is

chosen for the study. The reason for selecting this code is that it has k e n demonstrated by
many experimental cesuits [11][26][30][32] to have a robust performance. The encoder of
the code is show in Figure 2.1.1.

I

Figure 2.1.1: The structure of the encoder of the selected turbo code. Notice that
dk represents the original information sequence, d i represents the
interleaved information sequence whüe ck represents the encoèed
sequence.

Besides the constituent encoders, the turbo code encoder consists of two
buffets. one interleaver and one puncniring module. lkro kinds of interleavers are considered: the pseudoiandom interleaver and the read-ia-horiz011tally~a~1d-tead~ut-diagonally

interleaver. The former is a very popular interkaver which has been proved both experimentaUy [lJ[ll][14][26] and theoretically 19][10][26J[32] to be a major compoaent contributhg to the excellent performance of turbo codes. The latter has a more regular

interleaving pattern than the pseudo-raadom one and is much easier to impiement in both
software and hardware. Both interleavers are discussed in detail in Section 2.2. The punc-

turing module considered in the thesis is of either rate 1/2or rate 1/3. These rates are chosen because many coduig schernes in actual applications are of these rates. The puncairuig
module is discussed M e r in Section 2.3.

2.2

THEINTELUIEAVER
The function of an interleaver is to reorder the position of each information

bit into a new position. In fact the interleaver cm be thought of as a mapping on the time
index, k, of a block of information bits. If the mapping is denoted asxk) and the block of
information bits to the input of the interleaver as db 1 d k IK. then the Monnation bits at
the output of the interleaver will be d&

Based on this notation the two interleavers of

interest are discussed next.

The h
interleaver

t one is the pseudo-random interleaver (Pm.
For a pseudo-random

m)does not have a regular pattern. When a pseudo-random interleaver is

designed for a turbo code encoder,Ak) is determined beforehand in software before it is
implemented in actual hardware. During encoding the mapping is thus b e d for ali the

information bits. An algorithm for generatingflk) for a pseudo-random interleaver of size

K is shown in Figure 2.2.1.
The second type of interIeaver is the readein-horizontally-and-read-outdiagonaüy interleaver (HDI). The mappingffk) of a HDI bas a more regular pattern. Fig-

un 2.2.2 illustrates the mapping of a HDI of length 9. Note that one requires-thelength of
an HDI to k a complete square of an integer.
There are a lot of resuits published for different interleaver designs but
they are not related to the thesis. Some of them c m be found in 151, [6],[12] and 1181.

fi1.A:
integer array of size K;

(1)
(2)

VAR

(3)

BUTLT-IN FUNCTION
unrcm(seed): renirns a uaifonnly distributed (real)
random variable berneen O and 1 ;
swap(a,b): interchange the values between integer
variable a and integer variable 6;
ceil(r): rem the srnailest integer larger thao or
equal to the real variable r;

(4)

(5)

(6)

Figure 2.2.1:

t exch: integers

The algorithm to generate the mapping fik) for a pseudo-random
interleaver of length K. The random number genenitor in iine (4)
can be found in aU popuiar software systems. The functions specified in line (5) and line (6) me directly available from the system or
can be written by oneself. Also notice that the seed can be any
value but in line (10)an arbitrariiy negative integer value is chosen
for it.

Fi-

23

22.2:

An example of a read-in-horizoatally-and-read-out-diagona
interleaver of Iength 9.

THE PUNCTURING MODULE
The purpose of puncturing is to remove certain encoded bits so that the

overd rate of the code cm be hcreased to a speciûed value. The puncturing pattem can
be represented by a ma&.

has the foilowing ma&

For the turbo code in Figure 2.1.1 the first pattern of interest

representation:

where a 1 indicates that the corresponding encoded bit is sent whïie a O indicates that the
corresponding encoded bit is ignored Also notice bat the superscript ' denotes an output
due to interleaving. As a resuit the overail rate of the code is IR.

The second pattern of interest has the foilowing representation:

Obviously the overaii rate of the code is ln. In fact, this is equivalent to no puncniring at
dl. To be consistent with the previous case a puncnning module will stiU be considered to

be present in such a case.

The interleaver and the puncmring module are important elements of a
turbo code. When they are combined with the constituent encoders, these elements give

each turbo code distinctive characteristics. Sometimes these characteristics c m be used as
a measure of cornparison among the turbo codes. One characteristic tbat can be used in

this way is the effective fke distance of the turbo code. This is the ody one that is of inter-

est in the thesis and will be discussed in the next section. Discussions on other characteristics of a turbo code can be found in [7J,
1131, [28] and [34].

2.4

THE EFFECTIVE: FRJZE DISTANCE
The effective fiee distance (d;50f

a nirbo code is the minimum Ham-

ming weight of the codeword caused by a weight 2 information sequence. It plays a d e

similar to that of the €tee distance for a convolutionai code [10][15] and therefore it is an
important parameter of the turbo code. The effective fieedistance is aiways Iarger than or
equal to the f h e distance. If df,,
capability of the code, then

is the fiee distance of a turbo code and t is the correction

As a matter of fact for many turbo codes the two distances are equal to each other. An

upper bound for

can be found in 1151 but when an exact v a i w is aeeded, n i e must

resort to a cornputer search. The effective fke distance is panicularly useful when the Maigorithm is used to decode the entire mrbo c&.

In Section 3.7 a computer program is

written to find out the effective fiee distance of some of the turbo codes.

Before the reduced complexity decoding can be discussed it is necessaxy to
understand how the original algorithm works. The original iterative decodiag algorithm

used in [Il] is the oext topic of dimission.

2.5

THE ORIGINAL ITERATIVE DECODING ALGORITHM FOR
TURBO CODES
The original iterative decoding algorithm is the first decodiog algorithm

designed for turbo codes and is still the one that aciüeves the best resuirs in tenns of BER
[30]. In k t , Moher 1251 has argued with the ideas of cross-entropy minimi7ation that this

iterative decoding algorithm is optima in the maximum a posteriori sense as the number
of iterations approaches infinity. In many practical situations, very close to optimal results
can be achieved ody after a finite number of iterations. McEliece in 1391 argued that the

iterative aigorithm used in [Il] is not optimal by giving counter examples but he also

pointed out that the probability of such examples occurrïng is very small. Because of this,
the decoder with the original iterative decoding algorithm is called the MAP decoder in
the thesis.

The core of the MAP decoder is the BCJR algoritùm. Consider the turbo
code in Figure 2.1.1 with an overall code rate quai to 112. Since there are two constituent

codes in the encoder, there are two modules of the B U R algorithm in the MAP decoder.
Assume antipodal signWg (O

+-1

and 1 + 1 ) is used and the channel

is an AWGN chamel. Then the mceived sampled values Xh Ykand Yi, 1 5 k S N from
the charnel c m be expressed as:

where n l b na and n3k are independent zero mean Gaussiaa r d o m variables of variance

a2 . Also assume that the discrete random variables dk and d i in Figure 2.1.1 are either O
or 1 with equal probabiüty and that they are independent and identicaily distributed (i.i.d.)

for each t h e instant k. The details of the decoder are shown in Figure 2.5.1.
Notice that the input sequence Xi to the second decoder is set to O (an

erasure for antipodal signalhg with signal points at I l ).This is because only the par@
bits of the second constituent code are ûansmitted. Also every other position of the
received sequence Ykand Yi is set to O because they are punctured. In general, for aoy

output bits of the encoder not transmitted at a particular time instant, the correspoading
channe1 observation inputs to the decoder are set to O (an erasure) at that time instant.

Figure 2.5.1:

A detaiied depiction of the MAP decoder.

In order to apply the BCJR algorithm to decode each constituent code, it is
necessary to construct the ireellis of the constituent codes. Because both constituent codes

are identical, thek trellises are also the same. Fuaher, except for branch labeiiing the bel-

Lis structure of a recursive systematic convoluaonal code is the same as tàat of a nonrecur-

sive convolutional code of the same mernory order 1111. Since the treilis structure of a

nonrecursive convolutiooal code is weii known, the treiiis ofthe constituent code in consideration can be obtained easiiy.
Based on the received sampled values h m the channel the algorithm

BCTRl calculates the log Likelihd ratios for the fmt code:

= Log *
Zk0k
where m represents the state of the treiîis and

with initiai conditions aio( 0 ) = 1,

a$ (m) = O for aii m + O , i = 0,l;

wiîh initial conditions pN (O) = 1 , pN (m) = O for ail m # O

and h a u y

n (S,=
where RI=(&

m(Sk- [= m f )

(2.5.6)

Yd.

The a; (m)'s and yi (Rk$nn>'m)
's can be calculated in a forward recmion through the
treiiis of the constituent code. After they are completed the
lated by a backward recursion through the treiîis.

Bk (m)'s can then be calcu-

For each branch in the treilïs p (. 1.) is the transition probability of the discrete Gaussian mmoryless chamel. Conditioned on (dk= i,Sk= m,Sk- [= ml) ,the Samples Xk and Ykare two uncorrelateci Gaussian random variables and therefore p (.1 .) can
be split into two terms:
p

&Idk=

i&=

rnSk-[=m') = p(Xkldk= i&= m,Sk-I=m')
p

(Ykldk=

-

iSk=mSk- [= m')

(Xk-kl)

,

1

=

(2.5.7)

(Yk-kl)
2 2

'l-&exp[

1-

(2.5.8)

Because
q (d,= il S,= m,Sk- =

there

are

no

paraiiel

in

branches

the

treilis,

ml) is equai to 1 for each bmch. The tem r (-1 .) depends on

the a posterion' information produced by the second decoder. For the nrSt iteration, there

is

no a posren'ori

information h m

the second decoder and therefore

n (S,= mlSk-, = ml) =l/2 for each trellis brmch. For ail subsequent iterations, the 6rst
encoder can utilize the a postenori idormation

& (dk) provided by the second decoder

as the a priori probabiiity ofdk Thus for a subsequent iteration,

z ( S k = mlSk-,= m') = P r { d k = ildecodefi)

.

If the transition from m' to m at time k corresponds to dk=l, then (2.5.9) equais

(2.5.9)

ottiemise, if the transition h m m' to m at time k conesponds to d f l . (2.59) equds

""P

= 1-

[& Cdk)]

l + eXp

(2.5-11)

(dk)] '

After the iikelihood ratios for all the dk9sare ccalaated, rhey cm be passed
to the second constituent decoder which cm utiiize this information as the a p M proba-

bilities. Before doiog so it is important to make sure that whatever is king passeci to the

second decoder must be independent of any other information previously generated by
itself; otberwise a positive feedback loop may exist. Thus it is necessary to subtract

& (dk)h m A, (dk) and the result cm then be passed to the second decoder. An interleaver, which has the same interieavhg pattern as the one used in the encoder, is inserted
in between the adder and the second decoder to make sute that the iikelihood ratios are in
the correct order before they cm be used by the second decoder.

For the second decoder (2.5.2) to (2.5.1 1) cm still be used to calculate the
iikelihood ratios 1\2(dk) as long as the foilowing changes are kept in mincl:
1) dk is changed to d i in aU equations;

2) if the second constituent encoder is aot tenainated, it will be necessary
to modify the initial conditions for

pN

in (2.5.5) to:

= uN1 ( m ) + aNO (m)for aii m;

3) Pr {dk= il decoder2)

is changed to Pr { d i = il decoderl )

in

4)

& (d,)

is changed to

& ( d i ) in (2510) and (2J.11).

After all the li.kelihood ratios

4( d i )

have been calculateci, they c m be

passed to the f h t decoder in a way similar to the one descriid above in order to start the
next iteration. l The situation is clearly shown in Figure 2.5.1.

When euough iterations have been done, lilelihood ratios 4 ( d i ) can be passed
to a deinterleaver to get

4(d,)

and then a hard decision can be made in the foilowing

way:

&=
&=

1 if A2 Cdk)SO

if 4 (dk)dl.

After that the h a 1 decision for each symbol is obtained.

After the discussion of the MAP decoder, it is aecessary to discuss the Malgorithm Born which ideas wiU be borrowed to design the new decoders. Therefore the

M-algorîthm is discussed next.

2.6

THEM*ALGORITaM
The M-aigorithm was origiaaiiy proposed in [3] as a reduced complexity

decoding algorithm for a treilis code or a tree code. It accepts soft inputs from the cbannel

and produces bard estimates (O or 1) on a cded sequence. The aigorithm is classified as a
sequential decoding algorithm; however, in contrast to the stack algorithm, the M-algorithm is a breadth-6rst search algorithm which does not allow any back-tracking h m the
1. One iteration of the MAP decoder equals one p a s through the module BCJRl plus one p a s
through the module BCJR2.

present level of the tree to a previous level. A practical sliding window version of the Maigorithm [3] is shown in Figure 2.6. l.

f

Repeat Step 1-3 for each tRe Ievel:
Step 1 (Path Extension) Extendail stored paths to the next depth,
creating new paths h m each stored path;
Step 2
@ropping) Drop aU but the Y best paths (in metrïc

=a);
Step 3

(Bnuich re1ease) If the paths have reached the decision
depth, release as output the fint branch of the best path.

Figure 2.6.1: The sliàhg window version of the M-algorithm.

Although the algorithm does not look at every possible node in a code tree.
results close to maximum likeiihood sequence estimation can still be achieved when the
storage size (M)and the decision deptb (b)
is large enough. For any t-error correcting
code with logz b input bits and a output bits, the minimum value of M and LD can be

found by using a random coding argument [3]. Table 2.6.1 lists the minimum value of M

and LD for some comnonly used convolutional codes.
As is pointed out in [3], the storage requirement of the M-algorithm is sig-

dicantly less than that of the Viterbi algorithm (VA) while the degradation in emr performance of the M-algorithm is negiigible compared to maximum iikeiihood sequence

estimation using VA. The next Chapter demonstrates how the M-algorithm c m be used to

decode turbo codes.

TABLE 2.6.1: Theontical decision àepth and storage size for f-emx
correcting codes of rate R. The code rate R equals (hgz b)la.

1

Rate R

1

(a.@

1

Lo

1

min M=

(2 1% il-'

I

CEtAPTER3

3.1

REDUCED COMPLEXITY DECODING OF TURBO CODES

INTRODUCTION
Reduced complexity decoding c m be designed either for the constituent

code individudly or for the o v e d turbo code. In this chapter the M-algorithm is used to

design reduced complexity daoders for both cases.

3.2

REDUCED COMPLEXITY DECODING FOR CONSTITUENT
CODES: DECODER STRUCTURE
In order to apply reduced complexity decoding to constituent codes it is

necessary to design an algorithm which accepts soft inputs and produces soft outputs on

the information bits so that the algorithm can replace the BCJR algorithm. One way is to

m

e the original M-algorithm in Figure 2.6.1 so that at the end the algorithm WU out-

put the M best paths in storage together with the final path metncs. Then the Log-likelihood ratios of the information bits can be approximated nom the M path meuics. For it to

accept soft inputs it is also necessary to modify the bmch metric calculation in the origi-

nal M-algorithm so that the a priori information is taken h o account. Because intemediate results are not needed, the sliding window of the original algorithm can be eliminated

and aii the results wül be obtained at the end of the algorithm. However, the requirement

that M needs to be Iarger than the minimum value specified in Table 2.6.1, must still be
followed. One should also keep in mind that the M paths produced by the M-algorithm are

not necessarily the M best petbs of the constituent code because not ail possible paths
through the tree have been looked at. In the case that M is sufnciently large, most of the M
paths produced by the M-aigorithm shouid coincide with the M best patbr of the constitu-

eut code. Depending on the value of M. the computational complexity of this aigorithm
can be more or Iess than that of the BCJR aigorithm. Discussions about the computationai

complexity of the algorithm are postpoued und Section 3.4. To make it easier to refer to
the new algorithm it wili be called the soft-input-soft-output M-algorithm (SISOM). The

complete decoder with two modules of the SISOM algorithm will be caiied the MC (Malgorithm on constituent code) decodet For the turbo code in Figure 2. l. 1 with an o v e d
code rate=ld the correspouding MC decoder is shown in Figure 3.2.1.

Figure 3.2.1:

A deiailed depiction of the MC decoder.

In order to make use of the a priori information available at the input of the
constituent decoder it is necessary to m

e the branch metric calcuiation for the SISOM

algorithm. In the foIIowing the new metric (derived in Section A.1 of AppeudU A) for the
h t

SISOM module is given; the one for the second module is straightforward. Zt is

assumed that antipodal signalhg of I l is used, that the encoder is the one in Figure 2.1.1
and that the decoder is the one in Figure 3.2.1. In the log domain, the new bmch metric
for path i at time instant k is:

2

where f1 are branch labels of the tree, a is the noise variance and g2(dk) is the a pti-

on information of the information bit dk provided by the previous

stage of decoduig.

-

Al (dk) is also caiied the exainsic information and is usudy in the form of a log-îikelihood ratio. In that case,

f ( d k = ~ ~ i \ ~ ( =d ~A2
) )(dk) and

The total path metric for path i can then be calculated as
K
k= l

Mer the pass through the SlSOM algorithm is completed and the M paths
with their path metrics in the log domain are ready, the rnetrics can be converted to the a
posteriori probabities and then the log-likelihood ratio A, of the correspondiog informa-

tion bit dk can be calculated. Let the set of information sequence associated with the M

best paths in storage be

(2, 15 i S M ) .Then the a posteriori Log-Likelihood ratio of the

bit dkc m be caicuiated as follows:

1

where C = K - Logis a constant.
2x2
M e r Al (clk) have been calculated for a U ,
fiom A, (dk) to obtain

& (dk) must be subtracted

(dk) and the r d t s are passed to the interieaver and then to

the second decoder as shown in Figure 3.2.1. Another SISOM algorithm is then applied to
the second constituent code and the whole procedure cm be iterated in the same-way that

ihe BCJR algorithm in the MAP decoder is iterated. To be consistent with the MAP

decoder, it is assumed that one iteration of the MC decoder equals one pass thcough the
module SISOMl plus one pass through the module SISOM2. The performance of the MC
decoder wiii be demonstrateci by computer simulations in the next section.

33

MC DECODER:SIMULA~ONRESULTS
The first turbo code chosea for simulation is a short length turbo code.

Longer codes wiii be considered later. Consider the aubo code in Figure 2.1.1 with parameters K=64,interleaver=PRI, overail code rate=1/2 and both constituent encoders ieft
open. The number of iteratious of the MC decoder is set to 10 and is then nui on the turbo

code with various values of M. In particular M is varied over 2, 16 and 64. The results are
show in Figure 3.3.1. The result of the MAP decoder with 10 iterations is also shown in
the figure. The signal-toaoise ratio (SNR)is Qfined as

m,whose fall dennition is

given in Appendur B. It can be noticed h m the results that the enor performance of the

MAP decoder is better than that of the MC decoder but the performance of the MC
decoder improves with increasiug value of M. Iu particuiar for M=64 the loss is less than
0.5dB at any SNR.

Figure3.3.1: The error performance of the MC decoder and the MAP
decoder on a turbo code with a pseudo-raadom interleaver of
size 64. Al1 the resuits are obtained after 10 iterations of the
decoders.
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Figure3.3.2: The e m r performance of the MC decoder and the MAP
decoder on a turbo code with a pseudo-random uiterleaver of
size 256.

The second example is a Longer turbo code. Consider the one in Figure
2.1.1 with parameters K=256,interleaver=PRI, overali code rate=lR and both constituent

encoders left open at the end of each iaformation block. Then M is chosen to be 200 and
the MC decoder is run on the twbo code. The results of the first and third iteration are
shown in Figure 33.2. The performance of the second iteration of the MC decoder is
omitted because it is very close to that of the third iteration. The performance of the MAP
decoder on the same Rubo code is also shown in the same figure. The result of the second

iteration is again omitted for the same reason. For the k t iteration, the results show that
the MC decoder has a loss of about 05dB at an error rate larger than L O - when
~
compared

to

the MAP decoder. The loss decreases for smailer BER and Iarger SNR. In particular,

when SNR is larger than or equal to WB, bothdecoders have the same error performance.
For the third iteratioa, the MC decoder bas a loss of about 15dB at an emr rate larger

than 104 when compared to the MAP decoder. The loss decreases for smaller emr rate
and higher SNR. Although it is not shown in the figare, it can be specuiated that as SNR

reaches 5dB, the emr perfonmce of the MC decoder with three iterations is as good as

that of the MAP decoder with the same number of iterations.
When a turbo code with KSMlû is chosen for the simulation, it is found that
not even a storage amount in the order of 1000 paths is enough for the MC decoder to produce an emr performance that is as good as those in the previous two cases. This suggests
that the SISOM algorithm in the MC decoder is not able to handle longer turbo codes. The

reason is that for K=900,the total number of possible paths thmugh the treilis is 2?

For

the SISOM algorithm to retain enough paths to calculate a good approximation of the a
posteriori probabilities, the amount of storage must be very large and therefore not practi-

cal for many situations. Thus the MC decoder is not suitable for long hubo codes.
As a summary, the MC decoder has a srnail degradation in enor performance when compared to the MAP decoder for short turbo codes with Kc300. The suitabil-

ity of the MC decoder for these turbo codes still requiresjustification fiom the view point
of complexity.

3.4

MC DECODER.. HARDWARE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEX-

ITY
In this section the hardware computational complexity of the MC decoder

is considered. In paaicular, the total number of operations r e e d for a decision to be
made on an information bit is calculated. The operations hciude table look-ups, additions

and multiplications which are involved in the menic and log-iikeühood calcdations. ln
order to compare the results with those of the MAP decoder obtained in [Il and [32]the
conventions used in those two papers are foiiowed.

Because the MC decoder consists of two identicai SISOM algorithm modules, it is oniy necessary to calculate the complexity of a single SISOM algorithm and then
multiply it by 2 and then by the number of iterations to get the b a l complexity of the
decoder. An equivalent way is to compare the complexity of the SISOM aigorithm to the

S U R algorithm.
In situations where it is aot necwary to take into account the a priori information and to calculate the log-lüreiihood ratios, the arithmetic involved in the M-algorithm can be appmximated by integer operatioas [21][32]. Unfomiaately this is not the
case and real nurnber arithmetic is necessary

in the SISOM algorithm. Therefore the foi-

lowing operations are in terms of real number operations.

Consider the hubo code in Figure 2.1.1 with an overail code rate= l/2 and

no trellis termination in both constituent codes. The number of table look-ups required to
calculate the metrics is calculated as foiiows. The sum within the bracket in (3.2-1) can be

r

"1

obtained by a single table look-up. Let j = logzT where (i+l) is the level of the tree
wide enough to have at least M paths; K = the block size of the information bits. In the

case where no trellis temination is necessary for both constituent encoders, K equals the
size of the interleaver. Then the number of table look-ups due to metric calculation is

= 2"2-2

+ ~ M ( K - j - 1 ).

(3.4.1)

Similarly the number of additions required to calculate aii path metrics is
n:

= 2nF =

2i+3-4+ ~ M ( K - j - 1 ).

(3A.2)

During the operation of the SISOM algorithm it is necessary to find the M
best paths ammg those that are aiready extended. Before the tree has M y grown to the

size of M paihs. there is no need to do a sorting. Once the tree has grown to more than M
paths, however, it is necessary to perfonn a sorting on those extended paths in order to get
the best M ones. Assume an insertion socting routine is used and it is necessary to sort the

sequence of metrics in descendhg order. The number of cornparisons required to perform
the sorting depends on the pattern of the unsoried seqwnce. The fortuitous case is that the

sequence is already in the correct order which requins only the minimum number of comparisons. h rhis best case situation the iotai nwnber ofcorn~arisonsis denoted as ( n ~ ) ~ ,
which is

( n g B = (K-j+ 1) (2M-1) .

(3.4.3)

On the other haad in the worst case the initial sequence is in complete reverse order and it
is necessary to perform a maximum number of comparisoos. The total number of compar-

[ )

isons in this worst caw situation is denoted as n~

wbich is

(PZ$,
= (K-j+ 1 ) [ 2 d - ~ ) .

3.4.4)

In order for a microprocessor to perform a cornparison, a subtraction of the

two values is done and based on whether the suit is negative, zero or positive the arith-

metic-logic-unit of the microprocessor will determine wbether the k

t number is

larger.

equal or smaller than the second number. Thus a comparison is equivaient to a subtraction.
Because a subtraction is equivaknt to an addition, so is a comparison.
It is important to point out that the puipose of using the insertion soaing

r o u ~ in
e the SISOM algorithm is that it is easy to obtain the exact expressions for the
best and worst case computational complexity. In actuai implementation, however, a more

efficient sorthg routine cded quicksort is used [29]. The exact expression for the complexity of this routine is difncdt to find However, compared to the average complexity of
the insertion sorting routine, which is 0(2),
the average complexity of the quicksort rou-

tine has an order of O(s iogs) when s is the size of the sequence to be sorted Moreover,

duriog the extension phase of the SISOM aigorithm the paths h m the old list that have
the largest partial metnc c m be extended k t and then assigned to the initiai positions of
the new List. in this way it is very probable to end up with the minimum or close to the

minimum computation for the next sorting. W
1
t
h these two considerations it cm be conjectured that (3.4.3) is more iikely than (3.4.4) to reliect the actuai number of cornparisons
to be done in SISOM algorithm.
Finally, to calcdate the log-likelihood ratio for ail information bits, accord-

hg to (3.2.5), it is required to perfonn
1

nA = 2KM additions and
1

n, = K divisions (equivalent to multiplications).

(3.4.5)

From (3.4.1) to (3.4.5) one can calculate the number of operations required

for each information bit in one pass of the SISOM algorithm. They are summarized in the

following:

and

On the other han& the number of operations nquired for each information

bit in one p a s of the BCIR algorithm is summarUed as foUows [1]D2]:

-- 2.2'.

n~/bit

-

n ~ / b i t'6 - 2 " + 1

(3.4.12)

where v is the memory of the constituent code. Here, v is equal to 4. Note that the per
information bit complexity of the BCTR algorithm depends only on v and not on the block

size K of the turbo code. Because the pedonnance of a turbo code when decoded by the

MAP decoder becomes better when the block size ( K ) of the code is increa~ed,it cm be
speculated that the performance of a turbo code when the MAP decoder is used can be

irnproved without paying any penalty for the per information bit complexity of the &cding algorithm. Therefore the MAP decoder is recommended for applications where a long
turbo code is required.

On the other hand, by lmlaog at (3.4.6) to (3.4.12) it can be noticed that
the complexity of the SISOM algorithm increases with M. If a long code is used rather

thao a short one, the long code must have a larger correction capability (t) in order to
achieve a performance as good as that of the short code. However, M increases exponentially with t and for the long code a very large M is required. The value of M can be so
large that the number of computations required becornes impractical. Therefore the

SISOM algorithm is oniy suitable for decoding short turbo codes, which explains the fail-

ure of the MC decoder when it is used to decode the turbo code with K=900.In the foUowing the computational complexity of the SISOM and BCJR algorithm is calculated for the
short turbo codes simulated in Section 3.3.

Based on (3.4.6) to (3.4.12) one p a s of the SISOM algorithm is compared
to one p a s of the BCIR algorithm. First consider the hubo code mentioned in the first part
of Section 3.3, which is a code with K equal to 64. Oniy the MC decoder with M equal to
64 is considered because its performance is very close to that of the MAP decoders. The

computatiooai complexity of the corresponding SISOM and BCJR algorithm are listed in
Table 3.4.1. AU operations iisted are in temis of real nurnber operations.

TABLE 3.4.1: A cornparison of the computation complexity
of one pass of the SISOM algorithm and
one pass of the B U R algorithm for K=64

Additions

@est Case)

1

Multiplications

I
1

1

1

97

1

Notice that the worst case additions for the SISOM algorithm is mucb
worse than that of the best case additions. As already explained one wiii get close to the
best case performance in most situations; thus it is only necessary to pay attention to the

latter. Also notice that the SISOM algorithm for M=64 xequires 86 more table look-ups

than the BCJR aïgorithm. In most DSP chips a table look-up can be accomplished in one
machine cycle. Thus not counting other operations the SISOM algorithm is 86 machine
cycles slower than the BCJR algorithm. Another thing to notice for the SISOM algorithm
is that it requires 419 more red number additions per information bit than the BCIR aigo-

rithm wbile the latter requires 96 more multiplications per iaformation bit than the former.
On a general purpose DSP chip, a real numbet multiplication requires more circuitry and
more machine cycles than a real number addition. If the DSP perfom an addition 10
times faster thau a multiplication. thcn the SISOM algorithm WU out perform the BCJR

algorithm in complexity. For most DSP this is not an uoreasonable assumption and therefore the SISOM dgorithm for M=64 should out perfomi the BCIR algorithm.

Now consider tbe aubo code simulated in the second part of Section 3.3,
which is a code with K=256.The SISOM algorithm with M=2ûû is considerrd The com-

putational complexity of the SISOM and the BCJR aigorithm are Iisted in Table 34.2.
Again a i l operations are iisted in terms of real nmber operatiom.

TABLE 3.43:

A cornparison of the computational complexity
of one pass of the SlSOM algorithm and
one pass of the BCJR algorithm for K=256.

1

Additions
(Best Case)
Additions

1

1568

1
-

I

In this case the SISOM algorithm for M=2ûû requires 358 more table lookups and about 1500 more additions than the BCIR algorithm. On the other hanci, the BCJR

algorithm SU
requires 96 more muitipiications than the SISOM aigorithm. Dependhg on

the technology, the SISOM algorithm may stüi out perform the BCIR algorithm. For
example, if the DSP chip processes an addition 20 times f e r than a multiplication, then
the SISOM algorithm will süghtiy out perform its couterpart in complexity.

By looking at the emr performance and the complexity of the SISOM
algorithm, it can be concluded that the MC decoder, which consists of two SISOM algorithm modules, is suitable for turbo codes with K<300. In particular, for Kr64 the MC
decoder with M=64 and for K=256 the MC decoder with M=Zûû have has less or comparable complexity than the MAP decoder with small degradation in error performance.

Aithough the MC decoder is not suitabte for decoduig longer codes. the M-

algorithm c m be used to decode the enth structure in one pass. Thus it is interesting to
see whether this new approach can be used to

overcome the pmblem of decoding long

turbo codes. Before lhis appmach is discuswd, it is interesting to see another measure of

the complexity of the SISOM algorithm. This measure is the number of nodes Msited by

the algorithm. Because the operations performed at each node in the SISOM algorithm are
ciiffereut h m those in the B U R algonhn, the number of nodes visited by the algorithm
is wt a suitable measure of the actual complexity. However, it does provide another point

of view of the same issue and c m act as a secondary measm.

3.5

NUMBER OF NODES VISITED
in this section the number of nodes visited by the SISOM algorithm and the

BClR aigorithm are calculated. The SISOM algorithm is considereà first. Without any termination of the constituent encoders the number of nodes visited by one pass of the
SISOM algorithm is

in which j = [log2$1 where ( j + l ) is the level of the tree widc enough to have at lest M
paths and K = the information block size. Thus the number of nodes visited per idonnation bit is

On the other hand for the BClR algorithm under the same situation, i.e., no

constituent encoders are teminateci, the number of nodes visited by one p a s of the aigo-

rithm (incIuding both forward and bacLwad recucsion) is

The aumber of nodes visited pet idormation bit is therefore

Based on (3.5.2) and (3.5.4) the nmber of nodes visited by the two algonthms can be calculated for the codes which have been used in the simulations.

For the turbo code used in the fint part of Section 3.3.3, which is a turbo
code with K

a ,the number of nodes visited by the STSOM aigorithm for M=64 is Listed

in Table 3.5.1. The number of nodes visited by the BCJR algorithm for the same turbo
code is also Listed. It can be noticed from the tabk that the number of nodes visited by the

SISOM algorithm is alrnost double that of its counterpart. Therefore in this case the B C m

algorithm outperfomx the SISOM algorithm.

TABLE 3.5.1: The number of nodes visited by
one pass of the SISOM aigorithm and
one pass of the BClR algorithm for K=64.
SISOM
(At=&)
# of Nodes Visiteci/

Idormation Bit

118

BCJR
61

For the turbo code used in the second part of Section 3.3, which is a code
with K=256,the number of nodes visited by both algorithme are Iisted in Table 3.5.2.

From there it can be noticed that the number of nodes visited by the SISOM algorithm is

far more than that of the B U R aigorithrn*Again in te-

of the nurnber of nodes visited

the BCJR algorithm outperforms the SISOM aigorithm.
TABLE 3 5 2 The nomber of nodes visited by
one pass of the SISOM algorithm and
one pass of the BCJR algorithm for K=256.

1

# of Nodes Visiteci/

Information Bit

1

389

1

63

1

Although the complexity of the SISOM algorithm is more than that of the

B U R aigorithm in te=

of the number of nodes visited, it does not actuaüy reflect the

computation t h e required by the aigorithm. Thus this measure should ody be looked at
as a secoadary measure of complexity.

3.6

REDUCED COMPLEXI'TY DECODING FOR THE ENTIRE
TURBO CODE: DECODER STRUCTURE
If the code tree of a hubo code cm be constnicted one can treat it as if it

were a normal tree code and apply a sequential decoding algorithm to decode it. The particular algorithm of interest is the M-algorithm. In this section the M-algorithm mentiowd

in Section 2.6 with few modifications is used to decode the turbo code. The M-algorithm
is a reduced complexity decoding algorithm when M is not too large and whether this is
the case for turbo codes will be looked at in Section 3.8.

Fim it is necessary to constnict the code tree for a turbo code. Consider
again the turbo code in Figure 2.1.1. Because of the presence of the interleaver the ele-

ments of the input sequence dk and d i at the input to the two constituent encders can be
dependent or indepacknt at each t h e instant k. If they are dependent at the instant k

there will be one or two new branches coming out of the nodes at the previous level of the
tree. However, if dk and d i are completely independent at k, there wiU be four branches
coming out of the previous nodes. Whether they are depeudent or not at k can be found out
by evaluating the fiinctionsA) and g o at k and comparing the resuits with the value of k
itself. The fwictionsA)and go are respectively the focward and inverse mapping associ-

ated with an interleaver. The reiationships between

m,g o and the dependence of the

inputs at t h e k are summarized in Table 3.6.1. With that table a cornputer program can be
written to generate the tree of the turbo code.
After the code tree is coostnicted it is necessary to discuss the structure of
the decoder. The biock diagram of the decoder is shown in Figure 3.6.1 and the &coder

WU be referred to as the MW decoder (M-algorithm on the whole turbo code). Note that
when compareâ to the MAP decoder in Figure 2.5.1 or the MC decoder in Figure 32.1 the
MW decoder is much simpler because only one module of the M-algorithm is necessary

and iterations are not needed.

Figure 3.6.1:

The block diagram of the turbo code decoder
which consists of a single M-algorithm module.

TABLE 3.6.1: The re1ationships between k,fO, go
and the dependence of the inputs
at t h e instant k.
1

III

Conditions

Correspondhg Inputs to
Both Constituent Encoders

Number of
New
Branches

at t h e k

fik)<k and g(k)>k

1) dpd,' =O

2) dk=o and d,' =1
3) dk=1 and d,' =û
4) dpd,'

=1

Before the MW decoder can be used to decode the turbo code it is necessary to bave a proper metric, in particdar, a meiric which can be used as a measure to
decide which paths to retain duriag the running of the M-algorithm. A suitable mehic is
derived in Section A.2 of Appendix A and is given below:

Wïth the code tree and the metric in hand one is almost ready to use the MW decoder to
decode the turbo code. Because the sliding window requirement of the original M-algo-

rithm is not important, it can be ignored and aii of the estimates are proàuced at the end of
the algorithm. However, the minimum storage requllement is still important and it is nec-

essary to specify the minimum vaiue of M in order to have close to optimal results. The

minimum value of M can be calculated for a turbo code when its effective ftee distance is
known. In the foiiowing section a computer program is written to obtain the effitive fke
distances and these values will be used to calculate the value of M for the simulation of the

MW decoder,

3.7

MW DECODER: SIMULATION RESULTS
Again the simulation starts with a short hubo code. Consider the turbo

code in Figure 2.1.1, with parameters interleave~'PRIof size 64, overail code rate=1/3
and termination of the first encoder. In order to calculate the required minimum storage

requirement, it is necessary to know the effeaive ike distance of the code. A computer
program is written to obtah di: of this nubo code and it is found to be 10. Thus the correction capability (t) of the code is less than 5. Although the overaii code rate is lB, the
code rate at a particular time instant can be 013 (according to Case II of Table 3.6.1), IB
(Case 1, III and IV of Table 3.6.1) or 2/3 (Case V of Table 3.6.1). The overd code rate of

a code wili

k cailed the globai rate while the code rate at a particular time instant wiii be

called the local rate, For a turbo code the local rate is a fuaction of tirne, To be on the safe

side it is necessary to take the maximum local rate and maximum error correction capability into account when the minimum storage requirement of the M-algorithm is calculated.

For this particular turbo code the maximum local rate is 2/3. Shce t d , it can be calculated

fiom Section 2.6 that the minimum vaiue of M is (3.85)'=846. The value of M is aiiowed
to be 101)0 and the MW decoder is usai to decode the nubo code. The resdts are shown in

Figure 3.7.1. Also shown in the figure are the results obtaiwd when the MAP decoder is

used to decode the s m e turbo code. For the MAP decoder, the results after the k

t and

tenth iteration are shown. It cm be observed that the M W decoder fails to decode this

turbo code.
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Figure 3.7.1: The e m performance of the MW decoder when it is used to
decode a nubo code with a pseudo-random interleaver of size
64. In this case Mis set to 1000 which is already larger than the
minimum r e q W value. Also shown are the results of the
MAP decoder with number of iterations equal to 1 and 10.

Because of the poor performance the interleaver is changed to HDI and the
other parameters are kept unchangeci. By using the same program the effective free distance of the turbo code is found to be 8. The correction capability of this code is therefore

less ihan 4. For the maximum local rate of 2/3,the minimum value of M is (3.8q4=2 19.

The MW decoder with M=250,50and lûûû is used respectively to decode the turbo code

and the ~esuîtsare show in Figure 3.7.2. Repeated in the same figure aie the results of the

MAP decoder h m figure 3.7.1. Notice that the pefionnance of the MW decoder
improves suddenly when the PRI is replaced by ihe HDI in the mrbo code. This is because
the original M-algorithm is designeci for code tFees with a reguiar growth pattern.

The

code tree of the turbo code with a pseudo-random interleaver is too irreguiar for the Malgorithm to keep track of the correct path at each t h e instant. For the hubo code with a

read-ia-horizonMy-and-md+ut-diagonyinterleaver, the tree is still inegular but to a
lesser degree such that the M-aigorithm perforrns better.
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The emr performance of the MW decoder when it is used to
decode a turbo code with a read-in-horizontally-and-read-outdiagonaiiy hterleaver of size 64. In this case M is set to be 250.
500 and LOO0 respectively. The results of the MAI? decoder
fiom Figure 3.7.1 are also repeated here.

Fmm Figure 3J.2 it can be noticed that as M is doubled h m 250 to 500
the gain achieved is less than 0.5dB for an e m r rate less than lo4. When M is doubled

h m 500 to 1000 the gain is even srnalier. This shows that as M is increased over 250 the
gain in retum is diminisbing. Thus it can be concluded that the minimum storage require-

ment for M is quite accurate.
The performance of the MW decoder in Figore 3.7.2 can also be compared
to that of the MAP decoder. Aithough not show in the figure, it can be speculated that the
MW decoders with M=50 and M=lûûû achieve performance close to that of the MAP

decoder with ten iterations at a SNR of 6dB. For SNR less than 5db the MW decoder with

M= LOO0 has a Ioss of about 1dB when compared to the MAP decoders.
For the next example the MW decoder is used to decode a longer turbo
code. In particular, consider the turbo code in Figure 2.1.1 with parameters inter-

leaver=HDI of size 256, overail code rate=l/3 and termination of the h t constituent
encoder. The value of M is chosen to be lûûû which is an arbitrary large number and the
results are shown in Figure 3.7.3. Also shown in the same figure are the cesults of the

MAP decoder on the same turbo code except with a pseudo-random interkaver. It cm be
noticed from the figure that even for a large M it requires a fairly large SNR for the MW

decoder to approach the MAP decoder in error performance. The reason for the poor per-

formance is similar to that given in Section 3.3 and 3.4. In particular, a longer block code
requires a larger error correction capability (t) than a short block code in order to achieve
the same error probability. However, the minimum storage requiiexnent of the M-algonthm increases exponentiaiiy with r and the value of t necessaq to achieve a low error

probability may require an intolerable storage requirement. Therefore the MW decoder is

only suitable for short turbo codes.

For shon turbo codes the MW decoder has performance dose to that of the
M A .decoder. However, in order for the MW decoder to be useful, its complexity musi be
less than that of its counterpart- Therefore the neet topic of discussion will be the compu-

tational complexity of th MW decoder.

Figure 3.7.3: The emr performance of the MW decoder when it is applied to
a turbo code with a read-in-horuontaiiy-and-read-out-diagon d y interleaver of size 256. In this case M is set to be 1ûûû
which is already a large value. The resuits of the MAP decoder
on a turbo code with a pseudo-random interleaver are aiso
shown in the same figure. The number of iterations is allowed to
be 1 and 10.

3.8

MW DECODER: HARDWARE COMPUTAT1[ONA.L COM-

P L E m
As in Section 3.4 the complexity of the MW decoder in terms of the

number of operations required for each iaformation bit is considered. The conventions
used in [Il and [32]are once again foliowed so that the resuits for the MW decoder can be

compand to those of the MAP decoder. Also considcr the turbo code in Figure 2.1.1 with
aa overall code rate=l/3, iaterleaver size=64 and with the k t encoder terminated. This

implies if v is the memory of the fmt encoder v bits will be used to terminatr the k t
encoder and the information block size will be equai to (64-v). Because the constituent

code is of memory 4, K is equal to 60.In fact, this is the second turbo code chosen for simulation in Section 3.7.

In the case when the M-algorithm is applied directly to decode the turbo
code it is not necessary to worry about the a prion information and the log-likelihood

ratios. Therefore the arithmetic involved in the MW decoder cm be approximated by integer operations [21][32]. In the foiIowing the upper letter "N" with appropriate subscripts

or superscripts is used to indicate the number of integer operations required for the M W
decoder. As already known the code tree of a turbo code is irregular and it is very difncdt
to calculate the exact complexity of searching through such a kind of tree. In this situation

the code tree of the turbo code is approximated with a binary code tree of length K+v
where the first K time steps correspond to the K information bits. The total number of

nodes or branches in this biaary code tree is therefore the same as that of the turbo code.
As a result the approximation should be accurate enough.

First of di the number of table look-ups required is calcuiated. The sum of

the three tenns in (3.6.1) can k obtained in a single table look+

r

"1

Let j = logz2 ,

where ÿ+l)is the level of the tree wide enough to have at leasi M paths. Then the number

of table look-ups due to met& calcuiation is

= 2"2-2+2~(~-j-1) +vM.

(3.8.1)

Similady the number of additions required to calculate aii the path metrics

is

With the same argument as in Section 3.4 the total number of cornparisons

in this best case situation is

(N,), = (K-j+

1) ( 2 M - 1 )

+ (M-1)

and in the worst case situation

(N,), = ( K - ~ + ~ ) [ ~ M ~ - MM( )M2+- 1 )

(3.8.4)

As reasoaed in Section 3.4, (3.8.3) is more Wcely to reflect the actual number of compari-

sons to be made by the MW decoder.

From (3.8.1) to (3.8.4) the number of operations required for each information bit can be calcuiated. They are

and

Based on (3.8.5) to (3.8.7) and (3.4.10) to (3.4.12) the comparison between
the MW decoder and the MAP decodercan be made. For the turbo code mentioned above,

the value of each operation for both decoders is summarized in Table 3.8.1.

TABLE 3.8.1: A comparison of the computatïonal complexity
of the MW decoder and that of the
MAP decoder for K a .

MW

hrLAP

(M=1000)

( 1 iteration)

MAP
(n iterations)

(integer)

(rem

@al>

Table Look-ups

1767

64

Mn

Additions
(Best Case)

35 17

128

128n

Additions
(Worst Case)

1742559

-

-

Muitiplications

O

194

194n

Note that the MW decoder requires only integer operations while the MAP

decoder requires Rai numbet operatiom. For table look-ups and additions, it seems that

the MW decoder requins more operations than the MAP decoder in mere numbea. In
terms of multiplications, the M W decoder requires none while the MAP decoder requires
at least hundreds of them. For a popular general purpose DSP (e-g, a TMS32010),a teal

number operation is about 60 times slower than an integer operation [20][38]. In such a
case the MW decoder is mucb more efficient than the MAP decoder with even one item-

tion. Because the MW decoder with M=10ûû has performance approachkg to that of the
MAP decoder with 10 iteratioas at S N R iarger than 6dB and a srnail loss at SNR less than
6dB, it can be concluded that for turbo codes with Kc100 and in applications where
processiog àelay is important the MW decoder is more suitable than the MAP decoder.

3.9

NUMBER OF NODES VHlTED
In the previous section the number of operations required for both MW and

MAP decoders have been looked a t h this section the number of nodes visited by the two
decodcrs will be calculated and comparai During the caiculation the code tree of a turbo

code will also be approximated by a binary code tree of the same Iength.
First consider the MW decoder. For the same code used in the previous

section the n u b e r of nodes visited by the decoder is

in which j = [log2Yl where (j+l)is the level of the tree aride eaougà to have at leait M
paths. Thus the number of nodes visited per informaton bit is

On the other hand when the MAP decoder is used to decode the same nubo
code, the number of nocies visited by one iteration of the MAP decoder (including one

pass thrwgh the B U R l and one pass tbrough BCJR2) is

= 2v+4- 16 + 2 v + 3(K-V )

.

(3.9.3)

The number of nodes visited per idormation bit in one iteration is therefore

Based on (3.9.2) and (3.9.4) one c m calculate the number of nodes visited by the two
aigonthms.

For the turbo code mentioned above, the nurnber of nodes visited by the
MW decoder for the case M=100 is Listed in Table 3-9.1.The number of nodes visited by
the MAP decoder for the same turbo code is also listed there,

TABLE 3.9.1: The number of nodes visited by
the MW decoder and the MAP decoder.

# of Nodes Visitedi

MW
(M=1000)

MAP
(1 0 iteration)

MAP
(n iteration)

1767

1230

123n

Uiformation Bit

It can be noticed h m the table that the number of aodes visited by the

MW decoder with M=l000 is 537 more than that of the MAP decoder with 10 iterations.

Therefore in terms of the number of wdes visited the MW decoder has a greater cornplexity than that of the MAP decoder. As mentioned before, however, this can ody be used as

a secondazy measure of complexity.

3.10 SUMMARY
in ihis c h e r the issue of nduced complexity decoding of nubo codes has
been discussed. In paRiCULar, two methods based on the original M-aigorithm have been
derived that are particdarly useful for short nubo codes: the one on the constituent level is

suitable for Kc300; the one on the entire turbo code is suitable for Kd00. In terms of
error performance, the

k t

method has negligible degradation wheu compared to the

MAP decoder. In terms of complexity, whether it out perfonns its counterpart or wt
depends on how the DSP bandles the multiplications. But for most DSP chips the corn-

plexity of the M W decoder is either lower than or comparable to that of the MAP decoder.
For the second method, the error performance has a codhg loss of about 1dB when cornpared to the MAP decoder at low SNR ( S N R approximately less than 5dB) and
approaches its counterpart for moderate and high SNR (SNR>SdB). The complexity of the
second method, however, is much less than that of the MAP decoder. Therefore these two

decoders are recommended for applications where short turbo codes are used and decoder
processing delay is important.

This is the end of the discussion on reduced complexity decoding of turbo
codes. In the next chapter the question proposed in Chapter One wili be partidy answered
by comparing the performance of hubo codes and BCH codes.

C m R 4

4.1

COMPARISON OF TURBO CODES
AND BLOCK CODES

INTRODUCTION
In order to shed Light on the question "If a traditional block code of the

same length as the nubo code in [Il]is used, WU
it out perform or perform as weii as the

turbo code?", a cornparison on some short turbo codes and BCH codes will be made in
this chapter. Based on these remlts specuiation on and generalization to any longer codes
will also be given. Because long BCH codes are cWficuit to decode, only short codes of the

same rate are chosen for the cornparison.

Two hubo codes are chosen to be compared with the BCH codes. They are

chosen because BCH codes of similar parameters can be found. Both turbo codes have the
same configuration as the one in Figure 2.1.1.The k

t one &as a

pseudoiandom inter-

leaver of size 64, global rate of ln and the first encoder terminated This code will be
called TC1. The second code is the same as the f h t one except for the pseudo-random

interleaver is of size 256. This code will be c d e d TC2. These turbo codes will be decoded
by the MAP decoder discussed in Section 2.5, which is the one used by Bemu et al in
[1i ] to produce astounding resuits.

For the BCH codes two rate 112 codes are chosen and they are Listed in
Table 4.1.1.The generator polynomials in Table 4.1.1 are from [2 11. They are given in an
octal representation. The example shown in Appendix C illustrates how the octal represen-

tation can be convertcd into the polywmial form.

TABLE 4.1.1: The BCH codes chosen for
the cornparison. For each code the
parameters are also listed in detail.

4.2

QUICK COMPARISON
A qukk cornparison of the BCH codes with the turbo codes can be made

when theoreticalemK performance approximation of the BCH codes cm be obtained. For
any binary (N, K) BCH code used in an AWGN chamel with antipodd signalling and
maximum Mcelihood decoding, the crror perfonnance in ternis of BER can be approximated when the minimum distance and the nwnber of minimum distance codewords of
the code are known. The expression for the approximate BER is

where fiom [23]

is the number of minimum distance codewords. Moreovec, R =

and Q ( x ) =

'f2

5 is the global code rate

N

2

'2dy is the usual deûnition of the Q function. The approxima-

J2nx

tion in (4.2.1) is not accurate for ail SM&, neither is the one in (4.2.2) for all values of N.

However. they can pmvide a rough idea of the emr performance.

The &emr approximationof Cl and the simulateci pedormance of TC1
are show in Figure 4.2.1. Although TC1 is a (128.60) code, which is longer than Cl.

a

(63,30) code, it can be noticed that the maximum likeiihood performance of Cl is better
than the simulation results of TC1, even &ter 10th iteration of the MAP decoder. There-

fore if the approximation is accurate C l wiU be pderabie to TCI.

Figure 4.2.1: The d,, error approximation of C l and the simulated perfonnance of TC1.
A similar situation occm for C2 and TC2. The d,,

error approximation

of C2 and the simulated performance of TC2 are plotted in Figure 4.2.2. It cm be noticed
that the maximum W»lihOOd performance of C2 is better than the performance of TC2.

Note that C2 is ody a (255, 13 1) cade while TC2 is a (512, 252) code. Therefore if the
approximation is accurate, C2 is also preferable to Ta.

Figure 4.2.2: The d*n emr approximation of C2 and the simulated performance of TC2.
Whether the performance of the BCH code is better than that of the turbo
code is still subject to verifkation by simulation. However, the results h

m this section do

give a quick indication of the relative performance of the codes.

4.3

C O M P ! ! O NBY SIMSJLAION RESULTS AND COMPUTA-

TIONAL COMPLEXlTT
In this section the simulated petformance of the BCH code and the corn-

plexity of decodhg it wiU be obtained. In particdar, the M-algorithm WUbe used to
decode the

BCH code. The M-algorithm is chosen because it is available h m the fmt

part of the thesis and it has a performance close to maximum iikeühood decoding if
enough storage requirement is specified.

When the M-algorithm is used to decode the B M code, soft decision
decoding can be used In particular, ifa code tree cm be constnscted for the BCH code, the
M-algorithm can be made to accept soft inputs h m the channel and decode the code by

searching through the tree. Indeed, by foilowing the approach in PSI, one can construct a
code tree for the BCH code. However,the resuitant code tree has a maximum local rate of

rate 1 and is thus not suitable for the M-algorithm to search through. A solution is found
by extending Cl to a new code EC1 and C2 to EC2 so that each new code has a maximum local rate of 112. The parameters of EC1 and EC2 are listed with those of C l and C2

in Table 4.3.1. The details on how sofi decision decoding is applied to block codes, how
the code tree is generated in DS], and how the BCH codes C l and C2 are extended to

EC1 and EC2 is descnbed in Appendix D.

TABLE 4.3.1: The BCH codes C l and C2 with their
extended versions EC1 and EC2,
-

-

N

K

R

Cl

63

30 0.476

ECl

93

30 0.323

C2

255

131 0.514

EC2

386

131 0.339

t

g(x)

6 157464165547

-

Extended version of C l

18 21571333147151015126125027744214
2024165471

-

Extended version of C3

Although the original codes C l and C2 are converted to ECl and EC2, the
modification is srnail. Therefore the cornparison between EC1 and TC1 as weli as EC2

and TC2 should stÏU provide euough evidence on which accurate assessrnent can be made.

Before simulation can be done it is necessary to cafcuiate the minimum
storage requirement for the M-algorithm. F i t consider the code EC1. The value of M for
the M-algorithm for EC1 wiii be chosen accordïng to the criterion in Section 2.6.

Aithough the extended code EC1 i s able to correct more em>rs than the original code Cl.

how many more is not kwwn and not easy to h d out Thetefore it is oniy required that
EC1 correct 6 errors, whicb is the same as the error correction capability of Cl. The min-

imum value of M for a 6 emr comxting code with m-um

local rate of 1/2 is

(2.41)~=196.
Thus A4 is chosen to be 200 for the code ECI. The simulation results dong
with that of the TC1 are shown in Figure 4.3.1. The TC1 is decodeci by the MAP decoder
and resuits after the tenth iteration are shown. Using the equations developed in Appendix

E the computational complexity of the both decoders is listed in Table 4.3.2.
It can be noUced Born tbe figure that the performance of EC1 is very close
to that of TC1 at a SNR Iess than 4dB. When the SNR is more than 4dB.however, ECl

catches up with TC1 and becornes better when the SNR gets higher. Also notice that
although the cih, error appmximation in Figure 4.2.1 is for Cl. it is very close to the sim-

ulated performance for ECl. Because the code structure of ECl is not much different
from that of C l and the& performances should be close to each other. it can be concluded
the hn
error approximation for C l is accurate.

To make a cornparison on the complexity one can again assume that a real

number operation is about 60 times more complicated than an integer operation. From
Table 4.3.2 it can be noticed that the total number of operations required for the M-algorithm to decode EC1 is less than that for the MAP decoder with any iterations. Because

EC1 has an emr performance very close to that of the turbo code for the S N R less than
4dB and better performance for the SNR larger than 4dB. and because TC1 is already a

longer code than ECL, it can be concluded that 1) EC1 is more attractive than TC1,and 2)
the M-algorithm is an appropriate algorithm for decoding block codes of length las than
100.

Figure 43.1: The error performance of the code EC1 and TC1. EC1 is
d d e d by the M-algorithm while TC1 is decoded by the MAP

TABLE 436: A cornparison of the computationalcomplexity
of the M-algorithm when it is used to decode
the extendeci code EC1 and that of the
MAP decoder when it is used to decode TC1.

(cmteger)

W
(10 iterations)
@al)

MAP
(n iterations)
(real)

530

640

64n

Additions
(Best Case)

856

1280

12th

Additions

65034

-

-

M-algorithm

(M=200)

Table
Look ups

(w;otst Case)

To see the performance of a longer code consider the code EC2 and TC2.
With similar argument as for EC1, EC2 is chosen to be an 18 error correction code. In this
case, however, the value of

M shouid be (2~1)'~=7521540.
Since this is impracticaiiy

large, two arbitrary values, M=20 and M=2000 are chosen respectively to see how EC2

behaves for these two values of M. ûn the other han& TC2 is decoded by the MAP
decoder with 10 iterations. The simulation results are show in Figure 4.3.2 and the com-

plexity in Table 4.3.3.
Notice nom Figure 4.3.2 that for the SNR less thm 4.5dB the extended
code with both M=2ûû and M=2ûûû does not perfonn as well as the turbo code. It is only
when the SNR is larger than 4.5dB that the extended code with M=2ûO starts to catch up
with its coumerpart. However, neither of the resuits of the extended code are the full per-

formance of EC2 because to get that one needs to aUow M equal to at least 7521540. This
suggests that the M-algorithm is not a suitable algorithm for decoâing BCII codes longer

than or as long as EC2. This in tum impîies ihat if the full power of such long BCH codes

is required a new decoder with low enough complexity must be found Based on the fact
that a fiaction of the fidl power of EC2 is ciose to the pertormance of TC2, and that TC2

is already a longer code than EC2, it c m be speculated that a BCH code as long as a turbo
code wiU eventuaiiy outperfonn the turbo code when a low complenity decoder is availa-

ble for the long BCfi codes. This speculatioa is aiso mie for many other block codes
because there are many block codes that are better than BCH codes in bot&performance

aud code structure.

Figure4.3.2: The e m r performance of the code EC2 and TC2. EC2 is
decoded by the M-algorithm while TC2 by the MAP decoder.
For EC2 the performance for M=20 and M=2ûûû are both
show in the figure.

Oa the other hand based on Table 4.3.3, it can be noticed that the complex-

ity of the M-algorithm with M=2000 is stili Iess than that of the MAP decoder. Because

EC2 out perfoms TC2 when the SNR is larger than ASdB, the M-dgoritbm is stiii a suitable candidate as the decoding algorithm for BCH codes of sixniiar leogth to EC2 wben
the system is operating at a SNR larger than 4.5dB.

TABLE 433: A cornparisonof the computational complexity
of the M-algorithm when it is used to decode
the extended code EC2 and that of the
MAP decoder when it is used to decode TC2.

Table
Look ups

(

l1

Additions
Worst Case)

1
I

Multiplications

(

Additions
(Best Case)

M-aigorithm
(M=2ûûû)
(integer)

MAP
(10 iterations)
(rea

MAP
(niterations)

5589

640

64n

9328
--

7469367

O

1
1

1

(ma

-

-

128n

-

I

1900

1

O

190n

As evident kom the simulated performance of EC1, EC2, TC1 and TC2

the BCH code with the same block length as a turbo code would be more powemil than
the turbo code. This is subject to the avaiiability of a low complexity decoder that can be

implemented for the long BCH codes. Therefore m e r research that looks for such a
decodec wodd be beneficiai. As for short BCH codes the M-algorithm is stili appropriate.

As reasoned before. the speculation made on BCH codes is also tme for many other block

codes. Therefore it can be speculated that a block code of similar length to that for a turbo
code shouid out perform the turbo code when subject to maximum iikelihood decoding.

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

The thesis c m be basicaily divided iato two parts. The first part is devoted
to reduced complexity decoding of turbo codes while the second to cornparison of block

codes to nubo codes. In the k t part of the thesis two reduced complexity decoders are
investigated; they are nspectively the MC decoder and M W decoder. Both decoders are

designed based on the M-algorithm and therefore their erra performance and the compu-

tational complexity are closely relateci to those of the M-aigorithm. The MC decoder is
particulariy useful for turbo codes with interleaver size less than 300 bits. For these turbo
codes the MC decoder is successful in reducing the complexity with a smail degradation
in error performance when compared to the MAP decoder. For hubo codes Mth inter-

leaver size larger than 3 0 the exponential growth of the nhimum storage requirement of
the M-algorithm is so large that the overall complexity exceeds that of the MAP decoder.

Therefore the MC decoder is not suitable for long turbo codes. The MW decoder is also
only suitable for short turbo codes, especialiy those with interleaver of size less than 100.
For these kinds of turbo code, the MW decoder has performance close to that of the MAP

decoder. In terms of computationai complexity, however, the MW decoder requirernent is
far simpler than the MAP decoder. The oniy drawback of the MW decoder is its exponentiai growth of the minimum storage requirernent, making it impractical for longer turbo

codes.
The investigation in the second part of the thesis is basicaliy a partial

answer to the question "If a block code has simüar parameten to a turbo code wiïi the

btock code outperform the turbo code?" The partial answer is given by comparing short

BCH codes to short turbo codes when they are subject to close to optimal decodhg. The
superior simulated performance and low decoding complexity of the short BCH codes

when compared to tbe turbo codes suggat that the answer of the question is very likely
positive. The full answer to the question wiil not be hown until methods of decoding long

block codes are found. However, these positive ~ s u i t sshould lead to motivation for furtber studies on looking for a practical decoder for long block codes.

APPENDIX A: METRIC DERIVAmON

A.l

METRIC DERIVATION FOR THE SISOM ALGORITHM
In this section the metrïc for the SISOM algorithm used to decode the con-

stituent code of a tudm code in a memoxyless AWGN channel wiU be derived. Assume
that none of the constituent encoders is terminated. Let the set of aii possible input

sequences of length K be

{hi, 1 S i S 2K)

where

hi =

(di,, d,,

...,diK)

is a K-bit

sequence and each dik is an i.i.d. random variable. Also let the received sequence be

2 =(XI,Y,,Xz.Y*,...,XE YK).In the maximum a pos&ori
h d the sequence

criterion, it is necessary to

aithat maximues the a po~erioriprobability P

II

hi fi

, which can be

written as

Since f (fi) is constant for ail i, it can be ignored in the metric caiculation. Because the
channei is memoryless the first term in the numerator on the RHS of (A. 1.1) can be written

as
(A. 1.2)

which can be fuaher expanded as

K
j= i

where

') - &a

(Xi-Il)

1
~XP[

2a

LWQ(

(
'
t
l
)

2
,

(A1.3)

2a

d is the white noise variance and antipodai signaihg of f1 is assumed. For the

second factor in the numerator on the RHS of (A.l.l), because the elements in the
sequence àiare i.i.d., the probability can be rewrittenas

(A. 1.4)

This term represents the a priori information available to the decoder. For the first constituent code in the k t iteration, aii information bits dk is equaiiy Iïkely and therefore

P(d,=O) = P(d,= 1) = -1 for 1SjBKand l a i 6 2K .
2
However, for the first constituent code in aU other iterations and for the second constituent
code in all iterations, the a posteriori information produced by the previous decoder can

be used as the current a priori information and (A. 1.4) c m be written as

n
K

P (ài) =

P (du[previous decoder) .

(A. 1.5)

j= 1

Combining (A. 1.3) and (A. 1.5). taking the Log of it and i g n o ~ gthe constant terms, the
path meaic for path i can be written as

PM'. =

q

j=

(Xi-*1)
2a2

2

( 5 41) 2 + logP (d,l
2a2

previous decoder)

From (A.1.6) it c m be noticed that the branch metric for path i at timej is
2

BMij

-

C

(Xj41)

( 5 41)

2

+ 10gP (diilprevious decoder)

2a2
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(A.1.7)

A.2

METRIC DERIVAmON FOR TEIE MIGLGORI[THM APPLIED

TO TURBO CODES
In this section the metric for the M-algorîthm applied to decode the overail
turbo code in a memosyleu AWGN c h d will be denved. Assume the same setting as

in Section A. 1 except that the first constituent encoder is terminated with a tail of v bits
and that the rcceived sequence is

fi =(xI,YI,Y,',X2,Y2,Yi , ..., XK+r YK+r YK

Then in maximum a posteriori sense, it is necessary to 6nd the sequence

Since both f (fi) and P

+

,,').

aithat maxi-

(ai) ,
constant for ail i, they can be ignored in the metric calcu-

lation. Foiiowing the same argument as in Section A. l, the h a i path metric can be found

and for path i it is equal to

Therefore the branch metric for path i at time instantj is

A 3 METRIC DERIVATION FOR THE M-ALGORITHM APPLIED

TO EXT'ENDED BLOCK CODES
In this section the &c

for the M-algorithm used to decode the extended

block code in a memoryless AWGN channel wiü be derived. Assume the same setting as

in Section A.2 except that the received sequence is B=(C~,Di, C2, 4, ..., CK+rDK+J

w here a l i DK+i,...,DK+,,
are - 1. In a maximum a posteriori sense, the path metric for path

From this the bsmch metric for path i at t h e instantj is

APPENDIX B: DEFLNITION OF THE SIGNAL-TONOISE RATIO

B.1

DEFINITION
Before simulation can be started one has to choose a pmper definition for

the signal-to-noise ratio because if a different definition is used, the simulations will pro-

duce diffe~entresults. For the thesis the rnost common one is chosen so that the results in
the thesis c m be compared to those in other literatwe. The definition chosen for the SNR
is E&

which is the e n e r g y - p e r - i n f o r m a t i o n - b i t - t o - o n e - s i d e d - p o

ratio. Thus

In the thesis binary coded
h g in an AWGN channel are considerd In particular, when the code is of rate R, then

where d is the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise.

In the simulation E&

is a parameter one wouid Like

to vary, Say

OdB to 8dB. With (B. 1.2) one can calculate the correspondhg value of a2,which is

bm

Then the variance of the Gaussian mdom number generator in the computer program can be set to o2to get the correct noise value which c m then be added to the
transmitted sipal (either -1 or +1) and the ceSul& wïiI be the linal sampled, matched-filter
output at the receiver.

APPENDM C: OCTAL REPRESENTATION
GENERATOR POLYNOMIALS

OF

Ce1 OCTAL REPRESENTATION TO KDLYNOMIAL REPRESEN-

TAmON
The generator polynomials found in most textbooks are represented in an
octal representation. The example shown in Figure C. I. 1 shows how the octal representation c m be converted back into a polynomial fonn.

L

Figure C.1.1: This exampie iliustrates how the octal representation 173 represents a generator polynomial g(x)=x6+g+x4+2+x+ 1.

APPENDIX D: SOFT DECISION DECODING OF
BLOCK CODES WITH M-ALGORITHM

D.l

INTRODUCTION
There have been severai attempts in the past to accomplish soft decisioa

decoding of block codes [4][24][33]D5][36]. Soft decision decoding here means that the
decoder accepts continuous values h m the chamei and produces hard outputs (O or 1) as
the estimate. In [4], [33], [351 and [36] a treUis of the block code is constructed and standard treiiis search algorithms are used to decode the block code. The trellis representation
used in these papers follows h m the method proposed in 1361. which is caiied Wolf's
treilis representation. The search algorithms used

in these papers are respectively, the

B U R algorithm [4], simplified Viterbi algorithm [33] and the fidl Viterbi algorithm (361.

One major disadvantage of the Woif's trellis representation is that the resultant treUis is
more irreguiar when compand to that of a convolutional code and thus more difficuit to
implement in both software and hardware. In 1351 awther trellis representation for block
codes is proposed by D. Tempel and E. Shwedyk. Their appmacb is 6rst to convert a block
code encoder to an equivaient feed-forward shift register, which basically can be consid-

ered as a convolutionai encoder. Except for the branch labeiiing, the nsuitant treiiis is
identical to that of a convolutional code of the same memory order. In [35] the sequential
stack algorithm is applied to search through the treiiis. In the foliowing Tempel and

Shwedyk's approach is used to construct the encoder of a block code. Then the encoder is

modified so that the code tree i s suitable for the M-algorithm to search through. Fmm this
modified encoder the code tree will be constructed and the M-algorîthm will be used to

decode the code,

D.2 CONSTRUCTIONOF BLOCK CODE ENCODERS
In the thesis biuary BCH codes are of inte~stand they belong to the class
of linear cycüc codes. For aay (N,K) Liwar cyclic code with generator polynomial
2

= g o + g l X + g Z X +.-.+gN^KX

IV- K

.

(D.2.1)

a feed-forward shin register which produces an equivalent set of codewords to the tradi-

tional feedback encoder can be constructed and is shown in Figure D L 1.

Figure D.2.1: Feedforward encoder for a linear cyclic code with generator
polynomial g(x).

tialize aii the elements of the shift register to zero. Then starting h m do each bit of the

information sequence is shifted into the shift register and at the same thne the correspond-

ing codeword bit h m the output of the summation circuit is cokcted. After the information sequence is ooished a sequeoce of (N-R)'s zems is shifted into the shift register to

flush out the remaining content of the shin regïster. The nmaining content constitutes the

codeword bits c ~...,, C N - ~and c~-1.
Aaer a i l codeword bits have been coliected the encod-

h g for one information sequeme is cornplete.

D 3 ENCODER MODIFICATION
Consider an (N,K ) block code where N = 2K,i.e., it is a tate I/2code. The
code C l and C2 used in Chapter 4 are such examples. For this code the encoder in Figure

D.2.1 will generate a code tree of local rate 1 even though the global rate is 1/2. In order
for the M-algorithm to work pmperiy, it is necessary to take into account the highest local

rate of the tree to calculate the minimum storage requirement for the algorithm. The reason for this is that M-algorithm is not a backtrackiag algoriihm; it has to take precaution

fkom the beginning so that even if unfavourable situations happen at any time the algorithm is still able to track the correct path. According to Table 2-61, however, the formula
for the minimum storage requirement of the M-algorithm is not valid any more because

the formula gives innnity as the r e d t when the rate of 1 is substituted into the fonnuia.

The problem for a rate 1 code is that the tedudant information is not enough at each time

instant for the M-algorithm to accumulate enough distance to separate the correct and
incorrect paths. To overcorne thïs problem one has to intmduce more redundant informa-

tion at each step of the tree; thetefore the encder discussed in the previous section has to
be modified. As a result of the modification, both the local rate and the global rate of the
code wiU be decreased.

One simple way to modify the encoder is to shift the information bits into

the chamel at the same thne as they are shifted hto the encoder. The structure of the new
encoder is shown in Figure D.3.1. hcreasing the Iength of a code by introduciag more

&dundancies is called extendhg the code [21]. The extendeci code now has a global rate
equal to

1
= - and a local rate equal to - The encoded bit c,' of the extended codeN+K 3
2'

word is now equal to

Figure D.3.1: The modified encoder for a linear cyclic block code with generator polynomial g(x). Gate G wüi coiiect encoded bits fiom
both A and B in each of the first K thne instants. In the h a i N-K
tirne instant when the Bushing bits are entering the encoder gate
G will only collect encoded bits h m A.

It is necessary to have an appropnate decoder to work with the modified
encoder. The strucn~eof the new decoder is shown in Figure D.3.2.

Fi-

D.3.2: The decoder to be used with the modined encoder. For the h t
2K samples Gate Gi wüi altemate between A and B at every
other tirne step. For the Iast NXsamples Gi wiiI stay at A ody.
Moreover, G2wiii stay at C for the k t 2K samples and at D for
the Onal N-K samples.

In order to perform the simulation one shodd have an appropnate metric.

For the extended version of the BCH code the appropriate metric for the path i at Ume
instant k is derived in Section A.3 of Appendix A and is given below:

APPENDIX E: COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
OF THE EXTl3NDED BCH CODES
WHEN DECODED BY THE MALGORITHM

El HARDWARE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXL'TY
The complexity of the M-algorithm on the extended BCH codes in terms of
the number of operations wili be calculated in this section. By foiiowing the conventions

in [Il and [32] one can compare the results with those of the MAP decoder.
Consider an (N, K) block code C aad its extended version EC, which is
another (N+K,K) code. Although the codeword length of the extended code is N+K,its
code tree is stiil Ai steps long. Note that when M-algorithm is applied to decode the block

codes, integer arithmetics can be used to approximate the rnetric calcdations.

With =N-K the expressions in Section 3.8 can be used again for the block

codes. In particuiar, the number of table look-ups per information bit due to metric calculations is

-- 2i+2-2 + 2~

N~/bit

(K-j-1)

Ar

+ (N-K)M

(E.1.1)

Ln whicb j = [log2F] shere (j+l) is the level of the tree *ide enough to have at lest M

paths.

Similarly one can show that the number of best case additions per informa-

tion bit required to calculate al1the patb metrics is

and the nurnber of worst case additions per information bit is

(E. 1.3)
As argued in Section 3.8, one can Say that (E.1.2) is more Wrely to re0ect the actual

number of additions to be done in the M-algorithm.

Based on (E.1.2) to (E.1.3) ami (3.4.10) to (3.4.12), one can make a cornparison of the M-algorithm and several iterations of the MAP decoder.

E.2

NUMBER OF NODES VISlTED
Just as what was done in Chapter 3, one can make a cornparison on the

number of nodes visited by the two decoders. In particular, one can calcuiate how many
nodes the M-algorithm visited per information bit in order to decode the extended code

and compare it to that of the MAP decoder when the MAP decoder is used to decode a
comparable turbo code.
Consider an (N, K) block code C and its extended version EC, which is

another (N+K, K ) code. Although the codeword length of the extended code is N+K, its
code tree is stül N steps tall. Thenfore the toial number of nodes visited by the M-algo-

rithm per information bit in order to decode EC is

in which j = [log$]

where (ici)is the Ievel of the me wide enough to have at least M

paths.
For the M A f decoder one c m use (3.9.4) to caiculate the nwnber of nodes
visited by the decoder per idormation bit For the extended BCH codes and turbo codes
used in the simulations in Section 4.3, the number of nodes Msited by the M-algorithm and
the MAP decoders are summarized in Table E.2.1 and Table E.2.2.

TABLE E.2.1: The number of nodes visited
by the M-algorithm when it is used to decode
the extended BCH code ECl and the
MAP decoder when it is used to decode TC1M-algorithm
(M=200)
(integer)

(10 iterations)

MAP
(n iterations)
@al)

530

640

64n

# of Nodes Visite&

MAP

Lnfonnatioa Bit

TABLE E.2.2: The number of nodes visited
by the M-algorithm when it is used to decode
the extended BCH code EC2 and that of the
MAP decoder when it is used to decode TC2.
M-dg

M-alg
(M=20) (M=2ûûû)
(integer) (integer)
# of Nodes Visitecl/

Information Bit

569

5589

MAP
(10 iterations)

MAP
(n iterations)

640

64n

It can bc noticed b m both tables that the number of nodes visited by the
M-algorithm is more than that of the MAP decoder. However, since the number of operations required at each node is dinerent for each decoder, the results in Table E.2.1 and

Table E.2.2 can orily be used as a secondary measure of complexity.
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